
When pastry chef, Marco Cornale 
needs ricotta for Fratelli Bakery’s 
Sicilian Cannoli, he walks next door 
to La Grotta del Formaggio —  
the best European deli in the city. 

Marco doesn’t share all his secrets, 
but now you know this one. 

Award-winning neighbors in an 
award-winning neighborhood. 

thedrive.ca

    take 
  the
   drive 
  & shop  
 like a 
    chef!

MARCO SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!



Havana Restaurant’s seafood 
is 100% Ocean Wise – sustainable 
species; sustainably-harvested.

How fortunate that The Daily Catch– 
Vancouver’s only 100% Ocean Wise 
seafood market – is just up the Drive.

Award-winning neighbors in an 
award-winning neighborhood. 

thedrive.ca

    take 
  the
   drive to 
 eat wisely!

TREVOR SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!



For 25 years, Savo’s JN&Z Deli 
has made the best smoked meats 
& sausages. His seasoning recipes 
may be a secret, but he’ll let you 
know where he gets his spices. 

Just walk across the Drive to  
El Sureno Market and you’ll find the 
best selection and prices for fresh 
spices anywhere in the city.  

Award-winning neighbors in an 
award-winning neighborhood. 

thedrive.ca

    take 
  the
   drive to 
     spice up 
 your life!

SAVO SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!



Ryan may stock Timbre’s bar with 
Scotches from the Outer Hebrides, 
but when he needs wild mushroom 
ravioli for his menu, he walks up the 
Drive to First Ravioli.

Award-winning neighbors in an 
award-winning neighborhood. 

thedrive.ca

    take 
  the
   drive 
 to the 
  wild side!

RYAN SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!



Lombardo’s Pizzeria has served 
nothing but deliciously authentic 
Italian fare for over 25 years.

Patti insists her extra virgin olive oil 
comes all the way from Tuscany, 
but when she’s shopping for fresh 
produce, she just walks across the 
Drive to Norman’s – because it’s  
the best in the city.    

Award-winning neighbors in an 
award-winning neighborhood. 

thedrive.ca

    take 
  the
   drive 
 for pizza  
   al forno!

PATTI SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!



For 97 years Magnet Home Hardware 
has provided Commercial Drive 
residents and businesses everything 
they need to get the job done. 

So when Womyns’Ware needs 
hardware to accessorize gadgets for 
grownups, Otter Louis knows just 
where to find the tools she needs to 
get their job done! 

Award-winning neighbors in an 
award-winning neighborhood. 

thedrive.ca    take 
  the
   drive 
for your  
  hardware!

OTTER SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!



Eva de Viveiros’ talent for trend spotting 
keeps Barefoot Contessa stocked 
with just what you’re looking for. 

When she wants her daughters to 
look just as styling as her customers, 
she takes them up the Drive to 
Dandelion Kids — the hippest ‘little’ 
shop in the City!

Award-winning neighbors in an 
award-winning neighborhood. 

thedrive.ca    take 
  the
   drive  
  for stylin’  
    finds!

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!

EVA SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE



When Federico Fuoco steps on 
stage, his style is as unique as his 
restaurant – Federico’s Supper Club 
– the best Italian dining and dancing 
experience in Vancouver.

So when he’s looking for the perfect 
pair of shoes to complete his 
ensemble, he walks up the Drive to 
Kalena’s where you’ll find some of 
the finest imports in the city.

Award-winning neighbors in an 
award-winning neighborhood. 

thedrive.ca

    take 
  the
   drive
& dance 
  all night!
FEDERICO SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!



Liberty Wine Merchants on 
Commercial Drive is proud of their 
great inventory of unique wines. 

The manager, Santanna, knows some 
of those great finds may come from 
small, family-run vineyards in Abruzzo, 
Italy. But Liberty can source them a 
few doors up the Drive at Stile Wines – 
a family-run import business as 
unique as the vineyards they call on.

Award-winning neighbors in an 
award-winning neighborhood. 

thedrive.ca

    take 
  the
   drive & 
stock your 
    cellar!

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!

SANTANNA SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE



Sid knows no one else can 
perfect the exotic original recipes 
for Siddhartha’s Indian Kitchen the 
same way he can. He appreciates 
the effort that goes into great results.

So, when he wants the perfect 
orchids for his restaurant, he walks 
across the Drive to Blossom Market. 
Best bloomin’ exotics on the Drive. 

Award-winning neighbors in an 
award-winning neighborhood. 

 thedrive.ca

    take 
  the
   drive
for exotic  
    finds!

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!

SIDDHARTHA SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE



When the Cultch’s executive 
director, Heather Redfern is planning 
an opening night, she starts at 
Merchant’s Oyster Bar on the Drive. 

Nothing sets the stage for rave 
reviews better than opening with 
great catering!

Award-winning neighbours in an 
award-winning neighbourhood.  

thedrive.ca    take 
  the
   drive for 
   cultured  
      taste!

HEATHER SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!



When Flowerbox customers want 
to complement their bouquets with a 
gourmet gift basket, Sacha just walks 
around the corner to find everything 
she needs. Whether it’s Italian 
cheeses and coffee, or aphrodisiacs 
from the Licorice Parlour, you won’t 
find a more unique gift in the City!

Award-winning neighbours in an 
award-winning neighbourhood.

 thedrive.ca    take 
  the
   drive for 
  bloomin’ 
  great gifts!

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!

SACHA SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE



Prado Cafe’s 4-time Canadian 
Barista Champion, Sammy Piccolo 
loves serving up his family’s 49th 
Parallel Coffee to his patrons. To make 
sure his café’s music is as great as his 
espresso, he buys his LPs at Audiopile 
— the Drive’s indy record store. 

Award-winning neighbours in an 
award-winning neighbourhood.  

thedrive.ca

    take 
  the
   drive for 
   a great  
        buzz!

SAMMY SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!



Bill Gotts displays some great 
originals in Doctor Vigari Gallery. 
When he wants one framed, he turns 
to Wendy Berry Custom Framing — 
literally — since they share the same 
great space on the Drive.

Award-winning neighbours in an 
award-winning neighbourhood.

 thedrive.ca   take 
 the
  drive for 
    a fresh 
perspective!

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!

BILL SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE



With Falconetti’s Meats & Eats 
right next door, Falconetti’s East 
Side Grill never runs out of lean steak, 
smoked ribs, or great home-made 
sausage. 

So their GM, Jesse Leitner, can focus 
on booking great live entertainment and 
planning awesome new menus.

Award-winning neighbours in an 
award-winning neighbourhood.     

thedrive.ca    take 
  the
   drive & go 
   carnivore!

JESSE SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!



Andrew Morales’ customers know  
La Mezcaleria serves up the best 
Mexican fare (and flights of mezcal!) 
in the City. To make sure their fresh 
fruit refrescos are truly refreshing, he 
walks 2 doors down to Triple A Market 
where he knows he’ll find the best fresh 
fruit at the best prices in Vancouver.

Award-winning neighbours in an 
award-winning neighbourhood.     

                                      thedrive.ca     take 
  the
   drive for a  
  great buzz!

ANDREW SHOPS COMMERCIAL DRIVE

Share your  
Commercial Drive story 

on facebook for  
a chance to win $500!


